APPENDIX IAU FIELD AND MATCH RULES

About abbreviations
Old abbreviations – a suggestion of changes
RC
RCH
WC
WCH
IAU EC
EC
New abbreviations
ACH Asian Championships
ECH European Championships
CC
Continental Championships
WC World Cup
WCF World Cup Final
EC
Europe Cup
CG
Continental Games
EUR Euros
WRL IAU World ranking list
IAU SUPERVISED COMPETITIONS / CHAMPIONSHIPS
1
The IAU supervises shooting sport events in the World Championships, World
Cups, Continental Championships and Continental Games.
2
World Championships must be organized every two year, in non Olympic
Games year. Continental Championships should be organized every two (2) years
following the World Championships.
3
World Championships and Continental Championships must be organized by
a Member Federation chosen by the IAU General Assembly at least two (2) years in
advance.
4
World Cups are organized by Member Federations that are chosen by the IAU
Executive Committee at list one (1) year in advance.
5
Member Federation desiring to organize the World and Continental
Championships must submit its proposal to the Secretary General at least one (1)
month in advance of the General Assembly where the organizing federation will be
chosen. The proposal should include:
5.1 an official statement from the appropriate government agency and/or National
Olympic Committee, indicating the support to be given to the organization of the
Championships
5.2 statement that all the requirements of the IAU Constitution will be observed;
5.3 a statement that the organizing federation will invite all IAU Member

Federations;
5.4 a description of the existing or proposed shooting ranges and other necessary
facilities that must meet IAU requirements;
5.4.1The following minimum range installations is required:
Field IR 1800
Field indoor
Match 10m
Match 30m

90, minimum one per shooter
30
20
20

5.4.2 The following facilities must be provided on or near the shooting ranges:
5.4.2.1 shelters against sun, wind and rain for athletes and officials;
5.4.2.2 team rooms where the athletes can relax, change clothes etc;
5.4.2.3 meeting rooms for use by IAU Officials, Committees and Juries;
5.4.2.4 rooms for offices, target scoring, production of results and storage of
targets and
related material, etc;
5.4.2.5 a Main Scoreboard for the posting of official results;
5.4.2.6 an armoury;
5.4.2.7 a suitable place for arms and equipment control;
5.4.2.8 a gunsmith's shop with suitable work benches and vices;
5.4.2.9 appropriate free facilities for firearms and equipment manufacturers
to service
their products (a fee may be charged for commercial displays);
5.4.2.10 a restaurant or facilities for food service and refreshments;
5.4.2.11 toilets and washrooms;
5.4.2.12 electronic mail facilities;
5.4.2.13 an area for victory ceremonies;
5.4.2.14 facilities for press, radio and television representatives;
5.4.2.15 appropriate medical facilities and facilities for Anti-Doping Control;
5.4.2.16 parking facilities.
5.5 information regarding the proposed organization, cost of food and housing,
transportation to and from ranges and the availability of travel concessions;
5.6 a statement listing the events the Federation proposes to include in the
program.
5.7 Application form for an IAU official competition.
6 If no application is received, or if the Federation selected to organize the
World Championships withdraws, the IAU Executive Committee must select
another Federation to organize the World Championships. Or, if no single
Federation can be found, select neighbouring Federations that offer to organize
the World Championships in separate groups of events.
7 Withdrawal is only possible with the approval of the IAU Executive Committee.
Unapproved withdrawal is subject to the assessment of a fine, or the suspension
of membership or the suspension of participation at IAU Championships for a
certain time to be decided by the IAU General Assembly.
This proposal is adopted on EC IAU meeting in Moscow December 7, 2017.

